
 

  Master in:Philosophy 

Speciality: Arab-Islamic Philosophy 

Summary : 

Training for the Master degree lasts for four semesters. Students during this 

period are provided with discipline- based knowledge and relevant contents that 

focus on Arab-Islamic Philosophy that aimed to help students boost their skills 

and abilities in the field of philosophy and make them well prepared for their 

futur career. Besides,students are required to participate in forums and 

seminars in addition the submission of their individual works by the end of the 

last semester.   

Field Branch Speciality  

Social Sciences Philosophy Arab-Islamic Philosophy 

 

:1-First Semester 

Doctrines of Islamic Kalam             ( Islamic theology ) 

Subjects research of Islamic philosophy 

Philosophical sources 

Epistemology 

Philosophical research methods 

Philosophical argumentation 

Algerian thought 

Islamic thinkers research methods 

Philosophical Text s analysis in foreign language 

 

 

 

 



2/ Second Semester 

 

 

The third semeste 

projects  of Arabic thought 

Problems of Arabic  thought 

Philosophy of history  

Technics of academic research  

Cotemporary  philosophical methods   

Didactics of philosophy  

Communication  

Entrepreneurship  

Philosophical Text s analysis in foreign language  

 

Fourth Semester 

 

Personalwork 

Training in establishment( high school,others)  

Seminars  

Other acitivities 

 

Islamic sophism 

Religious reform in Arab renaissance era  

Philosophical  sources 

Epistemological problems 2 

Didactics of philosophy 

Philosophical  argumentation 

Algerian thought 

Secular thought in Arab renaissance era  

philosophical texts analysis in foreign language 



Master program contents (first semester) 

2- Master 1 (Arab- Islamic philosophy )  

 

- Islamic philosophy fields ( introduction  – field of spirit , 

field of universe , field of prophecy , field of ethics , field of 

politics and society, field of logic , field of history) 

- Theology ( theological factions)  (  theology emergence 

factors, theology and philosophy,  - governance  systems) 

- Philosophical sources ( Bacon , Descartes , Kant, Hegel ) 

- Epistemology ( in mathematics , physics, biology , 

astronomy)  

- Methods of philosophical research ( intuition , induction , 

argumentation , myths , dialectics) 

- Philosophical argumentation ( introduction to 

argumentation  ,theory of dialectic argumentation ,) 

- Algerian thought ( introduction to the Algerian thought 

study , Algerian civilisation characteristics, ancient Algerian 

thought ,Algerian thought in middle ages , modern Algerian 

thought )  

-  Islamic thinkers research methods ( scientific method 

introduced in research by Muslim scientists, scientific method 

in gathering prophet hadith , in experimental sciences, in 

history, in sophism )     

- - analysis of philosophical texts ; Analysing different texts   

 

 

 

 

 



Master program contents ( second semester ) 

- Islamic sophism ( introduction to sophism , sophism sources, 

sophism method, education in sophism ) 

- Religious reform in Arab renaissance era (  introduction to 

Arab renaissance   - Wahhabis movement, Mehedism 

movement, Senoussism movement ,  Refait Tehtaoui ) 

- Philosophical sources2 (Hume , Lock , Heidegger, Husserl, 

Jaspers ) 

- Epistemology2  (General epistemological problems , 

epistemology of human sciences , epistemology of abstract 

sciences )  

- Didactics of philosophy1  ( intro to didactics , didactics of 

philosophy  , didactics of competences , definition of 

competence ) 

- Philosophical argumentation2 (argumentation in Islamic 

philosophy  ,logical argumentation , methods of  

argumentation approach  ,arguing in symbolic language) 

- Algerian thought Algerian2  ( contemporary thought , 

Benbadis , Ibrahimi, arkoun  ……………. )  

- Secular thought in Arab renaissance era ( introduction to 

study  the arab secular tendency, sources of arab secular 

thought , )  

- - analysis of philosophical texts  : Analysing different texts   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



-  

Master program contents (third semester) 

- Issues of Arab - Islamic thought :( introduction to 

contemporary Arab thought  , sources of Arab contemporary 

thought , main issues of Arab contemporary thought) 

-  projects of Arab thought :  (  introduction to the projects of 

arab thought, bases of Arab thought projects, Marxist Arab 

project, al djabiri project , Hassan Hanafi project ,Arkoun 

project, Abu zaid project , Taha Abdurrahman ……) 

- Philosophy of history and civilisation :( history and human 

nature – history and Historicity) 

- Contemporary western philosophical methods :  

(introduction to the contemporary philosophy, characteristics 

of modern philosophy  ,phenomenology method, , historic 

method , archaeology method, structuralism  methods) 

- Technics of academic research: (  nature of philosophical 

research, main conditions of philosophical research .  )  

- Didactics of philosophy 2 :(using didactics of philosophy  , 

history of philo didactics ,ethics of philosophical lesson , 

practice in  didactics of philosophy  ,didactics in philosophy 

activities) 

- Dialogue and communication :(definition of dialogue, 

conditions of real dialogue , relationship between civilisations 

,  theory of conflict, theory of communication , theory  of 

contact )  

- Entrepreneurship : (importance of projects in information  

system,  )  

- Communication : (means of communication ,radio , 

newspapers ,internet revolution ,social media   ) 

-  Analysis of philosophical texts 3:  ( contemporary 

philosophical texts)  


